An Overview on Various RFID Data Filtering Techniques Based on Bloom Filter Approach
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Abstract. The unreliability data reading such as noise, missed reading and duplicate reading that were produced by RFID reader has become the primary factor limiting the widespread adoption of RFID technology. It is compulsory to filter the raw data to maintain its reliability of data reading because a slight decreasing of effective read rate will reduce the accuracy and reliability of RFID. One of the approaches that used to filter data in RFID is Bloom filter. Bloom filter is a probabilistic data structure that checks whether the data in the filter or not. It is a typical approach that filters incorrect raw data, such as noise and redundancy in the distributed system. This paper provides overview of various techniques that used bloom filter approach to filter RFID data reading to maintain its reliability and efficiency.

Introduction
Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) is a technology that uses radio waves to transfer detecting data between readers and tagged objects from a distance without line of sight. The RFID system essentially consists of RFID readers the tagged objects and antenna. Through radio frequency waves, readers can read tags in a short range of time. The greatest advantage of RFID deployment is, it allows wireless interaction between tagged objects and readers to automatically identify large groups of items simultaneously. Despite of the various advantages of RFID system, incorrect data generated by the reader become challenging issues in the RFID technology [1-2]. RFID data contain redundant, missed and unreliable data because of the various parallel transponders present in the vicinity of the reader. It is compulsory to identify the presence of tag correctly because the RFID environment is not clean. There are several types of reading that the reader encounters; true positive readings, true negative readings, false negative readings, false positive readings and duplicate readings [3].

Basic of Data Filtering
The process of data filtering takes place at RFID middleware. There are two types of filtering: (i) low level data filtering [4] and (ii) semantic data filtering [5]. At low-level data filtering, it cleans raw RFID data streams. The semantic data filtering filters data based on demands from system such as list of manufacturers that did the shipment in July. In this paper, we will discuss on low-level data filtering, which focus on removing noise and duplicate readings. Fig. 1 depicts the basic filtering concept of noise reading and duplicates readings.
The problem of noise data filtering in (A) is when noise $TXX$ has been removed, the duplicate readings of $T1$ and $T2$ are still exist in the data stream. The same scenario occurred in (B), where the noise reading still exists as the duplicate readings $T1$ and $T2$ has been removed. As RFID data arrives rapidly and in high capacity, RFID readers play a critical role in order to filter out incorrect RFID data readings. It has been the major hindrance for RFID to be implemented in large-scale that it could generate over 30% of incorrect data reading [6].

**The Bloom Filters**

A Bloom filter is a space-efficient probabilistic data structure that tells either the data is in the set or not [7]. Fig. 2 shows a basic structural design of bloom filter. It represents data in its bit array of size $m$ using $k$ number of hash functions. Whenever the data has been hashed, all bits in array that are initially set to 0 will be substitute to 1.

![Fig. 2. Basic structure of Bloom filter](image)

The basic bloom filter supports two operations: test and add. The test is used to check whether a given element is in the set or not. If it returns false, then the element is definitely not in the set. If it returns true, the element is probably in the set. Add, simply adds an element to the set. To add an element to the bloom filter, we feed it to the $k$ different hash functions and set the bits in the resulting result. To test if an element is stored in the filter, again we feed it to the same $k$ hash function. If one or more of these bits is not set, then the queried element is definitely not present in the filter.

![Fig. 3. The operation of Bloom filter](image)
Fig. 3 visualizes how a bloom filter operates. The bloom filter simply adds data, such data \( x \) and data \( y \) in the bloom filter. If any of the bits are 0, for example data \( z \), then the element definitely does not exist in the filter. If all of the bits are 1, there is probably that the element exists in the filter. Generally, bloom filter has been used to filter duplicate data. Removal and deletion are not allowed in normal bloom filter. This is for the reason that a single counter in bloom-filter can be hashed number of times with different data. Turning counter to 0 will disturb other data that are not involved in the deletion. Previous research shows that the bloom filter has been extended to allow deletion in order to filter duplicate readings and noise readings in RFID data streams. Deng et al. [8] has used bloom filter approach to eliminate duplicate data in the data stream applications. The bits in the regular bloom filter are changed into cells consisting one or more bits. In order to eliminate old data, each cell is set to the maximum value and decrement the values of randomly selected cells whenever data arrives. However, this approach has still produced false positive errors and false negative errors.

Xiaowei et al. [9] has proposed local duplicates filtering and global duplicates filtering in order to filter local duplicates within each stream to overcome their space and time cost feasibility for high-speed data streams. There are remote sites and coordinator site. Each remote site, the duplicate data readings are filtered by using bloom filter technique and then send clean data to the coordinator site. Each local stream has both local duplicates and global duplicates. Each local filtering can only filter all local duplicates, but not global duplicates. In order to filter both local and global duplicates, each remote site must maintain the history of stream because each remote site can only communicate with the coordinator site. The remote site must share global history via the coordinator site. To share the global history, the coordinator site must update its filter with the new reading and sent it to the other remote site. If the same reading being produced again at any of the remote sites, it will be ignored because it has been inserted in the filter. As RFID generates a flood of data, this approach is not suitable because it need to update the coordinator site each time new reading is entered. This process can cause bottlenecks as data at the remote site need to be filtered before send clean data to the coordinate remote for querying process.

Mahdin et al., focuses their works to filter duplicate reading and redundancy in RFID data stream [10-11]. These approaches consider the duplicates and redundancy reading at the reader level. However, this approach has low false positive rates, which illustrates the improved correctness of the filtering process and have better performance. Lee et al. [12] has extends original bloom filter to support sliding window and proposed time bloom filter in order to detect duplicate data reading on RFID data streams. As the process of filtering duplicates took place at the server side, a lot of bandwidth wasted during transfer the duplicates. Hence, three algorithms; bloom filter, time bloom filter and time interval bloom filter were proposed to eliminate each duplicate data arrive. The time interval bloom filter was used in fault detection and elimination and this algorithm need more space than the time bloom filter. In this research, the time interval bloom filter needs more space, compare with time bloom filter. Time bloom filter depends on time information to check whether the data is duplicated or not. Even though it does not create false negative errors, the major problem with this technique is bottleneck will occur as the data has to pass through this module in the server side.

Jiang et al. [13] proposed two-layer filtering approach to eliminate the local duplicates at the reader level, then detecting the global duplicates in the server side. At the reader level, local duplicates will be filtered before the data enters at the server site. Next, all global duplicates will be removed at the server site. However, this approach produces a small error rate and caused latency at the reader level as it need to clean the duplicate reading before it have to pass through to global duplicate filtering.

Yongsheng et al. [14], proposed a data filtering approach to detect and eliminates duplicates data reading in RFID. They proposed a technique that used counting bloom filters
with the dynamic chain lists to detect and removed duplicates reading at the data level. The dynamic chain is proposed as a linked list. They used an array of time information to update the expired historical data. By this way, they can detect the duplicates in RFID. The number in counter position will be incremented and decremented when input is added or deleted in the filter. The bit in bit vector is set whenever counter changes from zero to one. While bit in the bit-vector is clear whenever the counter changes from one to zero. However, this approach is still not suitable for RFID application because the reader will generate too many readings. Whenever a duplicate detected, they have to find a match in the double linked list. Hence, there will be a latency to find a match during searching duplicate data before they can eliminate the duplicate data.

Mezzi et al [15], has proposed an algorithm that detects and removes duplicates reading in data streams in order to store into data warehouse to enhance the decision making for supply chain. They proposed a technique to detect and eliminate the duplicate by looking at the difference of time of the flow detection and the time of the previous stream detection. However, the technique is not suitable to process massive data of RFID. The data has to process with the difference of time to detect and eliminate the duplicates of data. This will slow down the process of filtering and it will disturb the efficiency of decision making for supply chain.

From this overview, an efficient data filtering technique should perform fast screening to detect and remove unwanted RFID data such as data redundancy and noise readings. The multiple layering process such as [9] [12-13] often requires large bandwidth and latency. Bandwidths in RFID data stream can be defined as how much the reader can transfer data from the source to the server. While latency can be defined as how fast data can be transferred from the reader to the target destination. Logically, RFID system needs to handle massive data that requires large bandwidth to make sure the data flow in multiple layer data filtering run effectively for as much time as possible. The larger the bandwidth, the more data can be transferred from the client to the server. This is to support on-demand business requirement that needs to process data at the right time and in right quantity. However, to maintain such network with large bandwidth requires a lot of energy and costly. If the system unable to support real time massive data filtering process for as much as possible, this can cause bottlenecks. The most important things in the RFID filtering process, the result must be free from false positive errors and false negative errors. In supply chain business, small error rates are costly and such items can turn into trashy. The accuracy of the results using bloom filter depends on the size of the filter, the number of hash functions used in the filter and the number of elements in the set. The more elements are added to a Bloom filter, the higher the probability result of false positives [16]. This makes bloom filter useful for many tasks, especially to filter the flood of RFID data.

**Conclusion**

The bloom filter provides interesting features because it offers space and process efficient method in data filtering. However, most of the previous research focused on a single type filtering method. For example, most of the filtering approach only focuses to remove duplicates in the RFID data stream. As the filter removed duplicate reading, noise reading still exists in the data stream. Both types of readings need to be removes to ensure reliability of information produced from the data streams. This problem clearly shows that further improvement and innovations on effectively filtering noise and duplicates RFID data are clearly necessary. In future research, we planned to overcome this problem, to filter noise and duplicate data by using bloom filter technique to exploit the efficiency of Bloom filter in filtering massive data successfully.
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